The stability characteristics of compressible spanwise-periodic open-cavity flows are investigated with direct numerical simulation (DNS) and biglobal stability analysis for rectangular cavities with aspect ratios of L/D = 2 and 6. This study examines the behavior of instabilities with respect to stable and unstable steady states in the laminar regimes for subsonic as well as transonic conditions where compressibility plays an important role. It is observed that an increase in Mach number destabilizes the flow in the subsonic regime and stabilizes the flow in the transonic regime. Biglobal stability analysis for spanwise-periodic flows over rectangular cavities with large aspect ratio is closely examined in this study due to its importance in aerodynamic applications. Moreover, biglobal stability analysis is conducted to extract 2D and 3D eigenmodes for prescribed spanwise wavelengths λ/D about the 2D steady state. The properties of 2D eigenmodes agree well with those observed in the 2D nonlinear simulations. In the analysis of 3D eigenmodes, it is found that an increase of Mach number stabilizes dominant 3D eigenmodes. For a short cavity with L/D = 2, the 3D eigenmodes primarily stem from centrifugal instabilities. For a long cavity with L/D = 6, other types of eigenmodes appear whose structures extend from the aft-region to the mid-region of the cavity, in addition to the centrifugal instability mode located in the rear part of the cavity. A selected number of 3D DNS are performed at M ∞ = 0.6 for cavities with L/D = 2 and 6. For L/D = 2, the properties of 3D structures present in the 3D nonlinear flow correspond closely to those obtained from linear stability analysis. However, for L/D = 6, the 3D eigenmodes cannot be clearly observed in the 3D DNS, due to the strong nonlinearity that develops over the length of the cavity. In addition, it is noted that three-dimensionality in the flow helps alleviate violent oscillations for the long cavity. The analysis performed in this paper can provide valuable insights for designing effective flow control strategies to suppress undesirable aerodynamic and pressure fluctuations in compressible open-cavity flows.
The stability characteristics of compressible spanwise-periodic open-cavity flows are investigated with direct numerical simulation (DNS) and biglobal stability analysis for rectangular cavities with aspect ratios of L/D = 2 and 6. This study examines the behavior of instabilities with respect to stable and unstable steady states in the laminar regimes for subsonic as well as transonic conditions where compressibility plays an important role. It is observed that an increase in Mach number destabilizes the flow in the subsonic regime and stabilizes the flow in the transonic regime. Biglobal stability analysis for spanwise-periodic flows over rectangular cavities with large aspect ratio is closely examined in this study due to its importance in aerodynamic applications. Moreover, biglobal stability analysis is conducted to extract 2D and 3D eigenmodes for prescribed spanwise wavelengths λ/D about the 2D steady state. The properties of 2D eigenmodes agree well with those observed in the 2D nonlinear simulations. In the analysis of 3D eigenmodes, it is found that an increase of Mach number stabilizes dominant 3D eigenmodes. For a short cavity with L/D = 2, the 3D eigenmodes primarily stem from centrifugal instabilities. For a long cavity with L/D = 6, other types of eigenmodes appear whose structures extend from the aft-region to the mid-region of the cavity, in addition to the centrifugal instability mode located in the rear part of the cavity. A selected number of 3D DNS are performed at M ∞ = 0.6 for cavities with L/D = 2 and 6. For L/D = 2, the properties of 3D structures present in the 3D nonlinear flow correspond closely to those obtained from linear stability analysis. However, for L/D = 6, the 3D eigenmodes cannot be clearly observed in the 3D DNS, due to the strong nonlinearity that develops over the length of the cavity. In addition, it is noted that three-dimensionality in the flow helps alleviate violent oscillations for the long cavity. The analysis performed in this paper can provide valuable insights for designing effective flow control strategies to suppress undesirable aerodynamic and pressure fluctuations in compressible open-cavity flows.
Introduction
Flow over an open rectangular cavity has been a fundamental research topic for decades because of its ubiquitous nature in many engineering settings, including landing gear wells, gaps between plates, and aircraft weapon bays (Cattafesta et al. 2008; Lawson & Barakos 2011) . In open cavity flow, a shear layer emanates from the leading edge of the cavity and spans the length of the cavity. The perturbations in the shear layer are amplified through the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, which introduce large vortical structures that impinge on the aft wall of the cavity creating intense pressure fluctuations and acoustic waves. These waves propagate upstream and induce new disturbances in the shear layer from the leading edge, which forms an acoustic feedback process that can lead to self-sustained oscillations.
The properties of these oscillations can be affected by various parameters including cavity geometry as well as the hydrodynamic and acoustic characteristics of the incoming flow (Rockwell & Naudascher 1978; Lawson & Barakos 2011; Rowley et al. 2002; Sun et al. 2014) . The early work of Rossiter (1964) predicts the 2D shear-layer oscillation frequency through a semi-empirical formula based on the free stream Mach number, M ∞ . Heller & Bliss (1975) later modified the formula to better match the experimental measurements. This modified formula is used as reference in the present work. The mode associated with the resonance is referred to as the Rossiter mode and its frequency f n can be predicted in terms of the Strouhal number as
where L is the length of cavity, empirical constant κ (= 0.57) is the average convective speed of disturbance in shear layer, α (= 0.25) (Rossiter 1964) corresponds to phase delay, γ (=1.4) is specific heat ratio, and n = 1, 2, . . . leads to the nth Rossiter mode. We also define a Strouhal number based on the cavity depth (St D = f n D/u ∞ ) to quantify the frequencies of 3D modes of open-cavity flows. The oscillations associated with open-cavity flows are generally undesirable, because they may damage the cavity contents due to the unsteady aerodynamic forces and intense pressure fluctuations. During the past few decades, researchers have developed techniques to suppress the oscillations through various passive and active flow control strategies. A comprehensive review on active control of high Reynolds number cavity flow for a wide range of Mach numbers is given by Cattafesta et al. (2008) . Both open and closed-loop control techniques have demonstrated the ability to significantly reduce the pressure fluctuations and noise emission (Samimy et al. 2007; Cattafesta et al. 2008; Zhang et al. 2015; Lusk et al. 2012) . However, there has not been a clear control strategy that can be universally applied to open-cavity flows in the most general manner. As the baseline flow changes with different cavity geometry and operating conditions, the current control approaches for suppressing aerodynamic fluctuations have to be tailored for each operating condition and cavity configuration. Although flow control has been applied in some high-speed flows (Cattafesta et al. 2008; Cattafesta & Sheplak 2011) , both effective and efficient control of transonic and supersonic cavity flows remains challenging due to a lack of actuator control authority at these flow conditions. Due to the large energy input required for high-speed cavity flows, the control authority is typically insufficient. Moreover, current actuators are characterized by a fixed gain-bandwidth product (Cattafesta & Sheplak 2011) , which motivates the present study that can shed light on the proper choice of actuation parameters based on intrinsic flow instabilities.
As observed in several studies on cavity flows (Maull & East 1963; Ahuja & Mendoza 1995; Beresh et al. 2015; Arunajatesan et al. 2014; Beresh et al. 2016; Sun et al. 2016b) , three dimensionality can affect the dominant oscillation characteristics. Although the three dimensionality discussed in these experiments and simulations mostly relates to the significance of spanwise end effects on the flow, such end effects can modify spanwise instabilities in the flow. This suggests a potential to control cavity flow with 3D perturbations. To understand the characteristics of the three-dimensionality in open-cavity flow, 3D simulations can capture unsteadiness and structures of steady saturated flow but cannot reveal the instability characteristics directly. However, with the development of numerical techniques, numerical instability analysis of cavity flows has attracted increasing attention during the last decade. In particular, linear stability analysis provides deep insights into the instability mechanisms, as well as physics-based guidelines for effective 3D control strategies in terms of spatial and temporal parameters needed in flowcontrol designs. Hence, in this paper, the influence of compressibility on characteristics of 2D and 3D global instabilities of spanwise-periodic open-cavity flows are examined thoroughly based on linear stability theory.
To analyze the 3D instabilities of such cavity flows, we utilize biglobal stability theory to identify the properties of the 3D instabilities associated for a given 2D base state. The computational cost associated with this analysis is much less compared to the case in which the base state and perturbations are both considered three-dimensional. Hence, it is a widely used technique to specifically examine the spanwise instabilities of 2D inhomogeneous flows (Theofilis 2003) . In table 1, we summarize past biglobal stability analyses of open-cavity flows. Theofilis & Colonius (2004) presented the framework of the biglobal stability analysis for compressible open-cavity flows with aspect ratio L/D = 2 and M ∞ = 0.325. Following their work, several researchers reported on instability studies of open-cavity flows using linear instability analysis. Brès & Colonius (2008) characterized the onset of 2D subsonic (0.1 M ∞ 0.6) cavity flow instabilities at low Reynolds numbers. They also performed 3D linear simulations on compressible open-cavity flow with L/D = 2 and 4 and identified the spanwise wavelength of the most-unstable/leaststable modes via examination of the most amplified disturbances with respect to the steady base flow. They found that the 3D modes have an order-of-magnitude lower frequency than those of the 2D resonant modes in the cavity, with the wavelength of the most-unstable mode being λ/D ≈ 1. Yamouni et al. (2013) performed global stability analysis to investigate the interaction between feedback aeroacoustic mechanism and acoustic resonance in the flow over cavity with L/D = 1. Moreover, de Vicente et al. (2014) conducted global stability analysis on incompressible open-cavity flows and observed that 3D instability modes can split into different branches depending on their spanwise wavelengths. They also compared their numerical results to experiments and reported that their numerical results resembled the fully saturated nonlinear flow features seen in experiments. Considering lateral wall effects on the 3D structures present in finitespan cavity flows, Liu et al. (2016) performed triglobal instability analysis to unravel the transition of steady laminar flow over a three-dimensional cavity for incompressible flow. All of these studies provide insights into the characteristics of spanwise instabilities associated with open-cavity flows. Nonetheless, there is still a gap in the literature with respect to instabilities of open-cavity flow in the transonic regime. Moreover, the instabilities of flows over the cavities with large L/D = 6, which are particularly relevant in aircraft bays, have been rarely studied. Furthermore, three-dimensional flow control strategies applied on realistic compressible open cavity flows (Lusk et al. 2012; George et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2015) are functions of spanwise wavelength and Mach number, for which the present work can offer insights.
One of the objectives of this paper is to perform 2D DNS of flows over rectangular cavities with L/D = 2 and 6 to characterize the effects of free stream Mach number M ∞ , Reynolds number Re θ and aspect ratio L/D on the 2D flow instabilities. Furthermore, the stable/unstable steady states obtained from 2D simulations serve as base states in the biglobal stability analysis to reveal characteristics of 2D (λ/D = ∞) and 3D (λ/D = 0.5 − 2.0) eigenmodes associated with the flows. In the linear stability analysis component of this study, 2D and 3D global eigenmodes are identified for M ∞ = 0.3 − 1.4 and L/D = 2, 6. These global eigenmodes are also compared to the flow fields from the 2D and 3D nonlinear simulations. We will show that most of the linear stability predictions of flow properties are in a good agreement to those captured from the nonlinear flows, which could serve a foundation for parameter choice in flow control designs.
In what follows, the computational approach and numerical validation are presented in §2. In §3, the characteristics of the 2D instabilities in open-cavity flows are investigated via DNS. With the stable/unstable steady states obtained from 2D DNS, 2D eigenmodes captured via biglobal stability analysis are discussed and compared to the flow characteristics revealed in the nonlinear simulations in §4.1. Furthermore, 3D eigenmodes with specified spanwise wavelengths are examined in §4.2, in which the instabilities of 3D modes show significant dependence on Mach number and spanwise wavelength. A comparison of the results from the DNS and biglobal stability analysis is provided in §4.2. Finally, concluding remarks are offered in §5.
Computational approach

Direct numerical simulation setup and validation
Two-dimensional DNS of compressible flows over a rectangular cavity are performed using a high-fidelity compressible flow solver CharLES (Khalighi et al. 2011a,b; Brès et al. 2017) to solve the full compressible Navier-Stokes equations. A second-order finitevolume method and the third-order Runge-Kutta temporal scheme are implemented. The Harten-Lax-van Leer contact (HLLC) scheme is used to capture the shocks formed in supersonic flow (Toro 2009 ). The variables including the spatial coordinate x i , time t, density ρ, velocity u i , energy e, pressure P , temperature T , are non-dimensionalized as
where variables with superscript d refer to the dimensional quantities and those with the subscript ∞ denote the free stream values. The x-, y-, and z-directions represent the streamwise, wall-normal, and spanwise directions, respectively. A structured mesh with non-uniform spacing in both x-and y-directions is used for the simulations. Open-cavity flows are specified by L/D, where L and D represent the length and depth of the cavity, respectively, initial boundary layer momentum thickness θ 0 at the leading edge of the cavity, and free stream Mach number M ∞ ≡ u thickness θ 0 and the Prandtl number are respectively defined as
where µ ∞ is the dynamic viscosity, c p is the specific heat, and k is the thermal conductivity.
In the present investigation, we consider two-dimensional cavities with L/D = 2 and 6. The former geometry serves as the basis for comparison with those reported in the literature, while the latter is representative of a prototypical cavity application on aircraft. As illustrated in figure 1 , the origin is placed at the leading edge of the cavity. The initial momentum boundary layer thickness θ 0 is prescribed at the leading edge, and the distance between the upstream wall boundary and the leading edge is adjusted accordingly for the chosen Re θ . The outflow boundary is placed 7D from the trailing edge of the cavity. The normal distance from the cavity surface to the top boundary of the computational domain is maintained at 9D. The size of computational domain follows the work of Colonius et al. (1999) , in which they studied the effects of the computational domain on the flows and identified the appropriate size of the domain. No-slip and adiabatic boundary conditions are specified at the upstream and downstream floor as well as the walls of the cavity. To damp out exiting acoustic waves and wake structures, sponge zones (Freund 1997 ) are applied to the outlet and top boundaries spanning a length of 2D from computational boundaries. The computational domain for three-dimensional DNS extends the two-dimensional setup with spanwise periodicity for a width-to-depth ratio of W/D = 2 (which is suitable for λ/D 2) with 64 grid points spaced uniformly in the spanwise direction.
The effect of Mach number is analyzed from the subsonic regime to the transonic regime with Reynolds number Re θ from 5 to 144 for flows over cavities with L/D = 2 and 6. To initialize the flow field, an incompressible Blasius boundary layer profile is imposed over the entire computational domain above the floor, while the flow inside the cavity is set to be quiescent. Consistent with the chosen Reynolds number range of this study, the incompressible Blasius boundary layer profile is utilized as the variation in boundary layer thickness for the range of Mach numbers from 0 to 1.4 is less than 10% (White 1991) . As the Blasius profile is characterized by the momentum boundary layer thickness, we fix the ratio of the cavity depth to the initial momentum thickness D/θ 0 = 26.4 for all the cases considered in the present study.
A grid convergence study for both rectangular-cavity geometries (L/D = 2 and 6) is 
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Rossiter ( The baseline computation is conducted on a structured mesh with approximately half a million grid points. A finer mesh with one million grid points is also performed for comparison. The v-velocity history at the midpoint location (x = L/2, y = 0) over the cavity is shown in figure 2 . The baseline mesh of half a million grid points is shown to be sufficient to achieve numerical convergence. Moreover, the frequencies of the oscillations in the flow for L/D = 2, Re θ = 56.8 and M ∞ = 0.6 are compared to the prediction from Rossiter's semi-empirical formula and the work by Brès (2007) in table 2, exhibiting good agreement. Furthermore, instantaneous density gradient flow fields at M ∞ = 0.8 and 1.4 are compared to the experimental schlieren images by Krishnamurty (1956) and numerical results by Rowley et al. (2002) in figure 3. In the experiments conducted by Krishnamurty (1956) , the cavity width is almost 40 times the depth (W/D ≈ 40). Hence, the results from this experimental study can be regarded as approximately two-dimensional. As shown in figure 3 , the present results exhibit good agreement with the experiments and previous simulation results. For M ∞ = 0.8, the acoustic waves generated at the trailing edge of cavity propagate upstream, and for the M ∞ = 1.4 case, the acoustic wave structures are aligned in an oblique manner. Further analysis of the open cavity flow features are provided in §3. 
Biglobal stability analysis setup and validation
Biglobal stability analysis is performed with respect to the base flow obtained from the 2D nonlinear simulation to uncover the compressible spanwise-periodic global instabilities. The state vector q = [ρ, ρu, ρv, ρw, e] T is decomposed into base stateq(x, y) and perturbations q (x, y, z, t) as q(x, y, z, t) =q(x, y) + q (x, y, z, t).
(2.1)
The steady solution (base state)q satisfies the Navier-Stokes equations and q is small in its magnitude compared to the base state (|q | |q|). In the present work, the base statē q, obtained from the 2D DNS, is either a time-invariant stable state or an unstable steady state calculated by the selective frequency damping method (Åkervik et al. 2006) . By substituting equation (2.1) into the Navier-Stokes equations and the equation of state, the governing equations are linearized by retaining only the linear terms of q which yields the following set of linear equations for q
along with the linearized equation of state
where R is the gas constant. The above linear governing equations permit modal perturbations of the form
Upon substitution of this modal expression into the linearized Navier-Stokes equations (2.2), we can transform the instability analysis from solving an initial value problem to an eigenvalue problem of
Temporal instability is examined by inserting a real wavenumber β with its corresponding wavelength λ/D = 2π/β. The corresponding eigenmodes consist of eigenvectorsq(x, y) = q r (x, y) + iq i (x, y) and their complex eigenvalues ω = ω r + iω i , whereq r andq i represent real and imaginary components of eigenvectors; ω r and ω i are the modal frequency and growth (ω i > 0) or decay (ω i < 0) rate, respectively. While solving for the eigenmodes, the linear operator A ∈ C 5n×5n and eigenvectorq ∈ C 5n for n = O(10 6 ) grid points, can become extremely large. For this large-scale eigenvalue problem, the ARPACK library (Lehoucq et al. 1996 (Lehoucq et al. -2007 , with an implicitly restarted Arnoldi method, is used in the current study to solve for the eigenmodes. The present approach is based on a matrixfree computation. Since the linear governing equations for the perturbation variables are explicit in their forms, we use the regular mode (not shift-and-invert transformation) in ARPACK and only provide the matrix vector products A(q; β)q repeatedly to the solver, which avoids requesting large memory space to store matrix entries while solving the eigenvalue problem. All the eigenmodes reported in this paper are converged with || − iωq − Aq|| O(10 −10 ). Along the cavity walls, velocity perturbations and the wallnormal gradient of pressure perturbation are set to zero. According to the governing equations, the boundary condition for density perturbation is not required because the momentum perturbation flux is zero due to zero velocity along the wall. For the inlet, density and velocity perturbations, as well as the pressure gradient are prescribed to be zero. For the outflow and far field boundaries, gradients of density, velocity and pressure are prescribed as zero. Moreover, an adiabatic condition is assumed for all boundaries. The base state is interpolated on a coarse mesh for the eigenvalue problem (Bergamo et al. 2015). A grid resolution study was performed to ensure accurate stability results. Additional details on the computational procedures can be found in Sun et al. (2016a) .
The validation of global instability analysis is performed on the flow at M ∞ = 0.3 and Re θ = 56.8 with L/D = 2. As shown in figure 4, the dominant 3D modes from this study are compared to the results from Brès & Colonius (2008) , in which they resolved the dominant 3D modes by solving an initial value problem based on the linearized NavierStokes equations. The growth/decay rate, frequencies and eigenvector of the dominant eigenmode obtained from present instability study agree well with those from Brès & Colonius (2008) .
2D direct numerical simulation and analysis
We focus on examining the effects of L/D, Mach number, and Reynolds number on 2D flow oscillation mechanisms in this section. These parameters are known to significantly influence cavity flows (Krishnamurty 1956; Rowley et al. 2002; Brès & Colonius 2008; Lawson & Barakos 2011) . In general, flows over open cavities have been broadly classified into stable, shear-layer and wake-mode dominated flows. For a stable case, the flow reaches a time-invariant steady state. With the shear-layer (Rossiter) mode, disturbances convecting downstream are amplified in the shear layer. The wake mode is rarely observed in experiments but is captured in simulations at low Reynolds number when the cavity length is relatively large compared to the momentum boundary layer thickness at the leading edge (Rowley et al. 2002; Sun et al. 2016a) . It was also observed by Gharib & Roshko (1987) and Zhang & Naguib (2011) for incompressible axisymmetric cavity flow in their experiments. The primary feature of the wake mode is the shedding of large vortices leading to the interaction between the vortex and the trailing edge, causing violent fluctuations in the cavity.
Here, we discuss the flow characteristics, instabilities, and behavior of the Rossiter mode by performing 2D DNS. The simulations were conducted over a sufficiently long convective time (with a minimum of 150 convective units D/u ∞ ) for the flow to reach a steady state. Such flow in this study is categorized as stable (asymptotically stable) if the flow is devoid of any oscillation and otherwise unstable. A number of cases that span the range of Mach numbers from M ∞ = 0.1 to 1.4 and Reynolds number (Re θ ) up to 144 with L/D = 2 and 6 are analyzed in detail. For L/D = 2, the parameters of M ∞ and Re θ are chosen to greatly expand upon the subsonic stability analysis performed by Brès & Colonius (2008) . We extend their analysis to the transonic Mach number regime and determine unstable steady states of oscillatory cavity flows in preparation for the biglobal stability analysis in §4. Flow over a long cavity with L/D = 6 is also examined in detail as this configuration is representative of long cavities used in aircraft.
Flow field characteristics
To examine how compressibility affects flow features, the instantaneous density gradient field, the instantaneous vorticity field, and the time-averaged streamlines are shown in figures 5 and 6 for cavities with L/D = 2 and 6, respectively.
For a cavity with L/D = 2, the instantaneous density gradient fields for Mach numbers from 0.6 to 1.4 are presented in figure 5 at Re θ = 46. At M ∞ = 0.6, the compression waves in the flow field are not prominent compared to those at higher Mach numbers. When M ∞ increases to 0.8, the acoustic radiation emitted from the trailing edge becomes noticeable and its wavelength becomes smaller, which has also been discussed by Rowley et al. (2002) . For M ∞ 1.0, the acoustic waves are more prominent and its structure over the cavity becomes directional. This phenomenon is observed in experiments by Krishnamurty (1956) as well. Part of the compression waves are generated at the rear corner of cavity. At the trailing edge, for the oncoming flow with a large deflection angle, a shock is formed due to the impingement of the shear layer on the trailing edge. The remaining waves are generated from the periodic expansion and compression of shearlayer oscillations in the supersonic flow. Inside the cavity, animations (not shown) reveal that waves travel back and forth due to reflections. Outside of the cavity, compression waves propagate upstream in the subsonic cases (M ∞ < 1.0). On the other hand, the compression waves are swept downstream in the supersonic cases (M ∞ 1.0). This leads to the formation of oblique compression waves propagating downstream. A beam structure is formed which consists of the compression waves described above. The angle ϕ of the beam composed of these compression waves above the cavity is measured in the density gradient flow fields. This angle ϕ approximates the corresponding Mach wave angle sin −1 (1/M ∞ ) for M ∞ > 1. For M ∞ = 1.2 and 1.4, we find ϕ = 60.0 • and 46.0
• and 45.6 • , respectively. As shown in figure 6 , for a cavity with L/D = 6 at Re θ = 19, large density gradients are caused by expansion and compression of the shear layer for the subsonic regime (M ∞ = 0.3 and 0.6). However, for M ∞ = 0.9, the acoustic waves become observable with their wavelength corresponding to the length of the cavity. At M ∞ = 1.2, the flow becomes stable with weak Mach waves emanating from the leading and trailing edges.
For a cavity with L/D = 2, we only observe the shear-layer mode for unstable flows, with a large clockwise-rotating vortex present in the rear part of the cavity as shown in figure 5 . In all cases considered for the short cavity, the streamlines reveal two major recirculation zones inside the cavity. The lack of variation in the time-averaged streamlines versus Mach number suggests that compressibility does not affect the mean flow inside the cavity significantly. However, the flow features in the L/D = 6 cases vary greatly with Mach number. At M ∞ = 0.3, instantaneous vorticity flow fields shown in figure 6 , reveal a shear-layer mode with a clockwise rotating vortex sitting near the trailing edge. An increase in M ∞ from 0.3 to 0.6 causes the flow oscillate more violently with a transition from the shear-layer mode to the wake mode. The wake mode (at M ∞ = 0.6) dominates the flow with a large-scale vortex rolling up with an opposite sign vortex sheet being engulfed between the vortices. Details on the appearance of the wake mode are reported in Sun et al. (2016a) . For M ∞ = 0.9, the opposite sign vorticity patch pulled between the shedding vortices decreases, and the fluctuations over the cavity weaken. In the transonic regime, increasing the Mach number from 0.9 to 1.2 leads to a steady flow. Compressibility apparently affects the flow instabilities by first destabilizing at subsonic speeds and then eventually stabilizing at transonic speeds. A large difference between flow states versus Mach number is revealed in the timeaveraged streamlines. When the free stream Mach number increases from 0.3 to 0.6, the center of the main recirculation region moves towards the leading edge, then moves back towards to the trailing edge for M ∞ = 0.9. The features of flows inside the longer cavity are somewhat more complex than those of the shorter length.
The complexity of open-cavity flow results from the feedback process associated with the shear-layer development. Let us further investigate the characteristics of the shear layer over the cavity. Several researchers have noted the similarities between the shear layer spanning the cavity and a free shear layer, such as their linear spreading rate (Sarohia 1975; Cattafesta et al. 1997; Rowley et al. 2002) . We evaluate the development of the vorticity thickness
In figure 7 , the vorticity thickness is normalized by its value at the leading edge δ ω0 . We examine the spreading rate dependence on different regions in the shear layer and only report dδ ω /dx for the cases with linear spreading rate, which are summarized in table 3.
As shown in figure 7 for cavity with L/D = 2, for the cases (M ∞ = 0.6 and 0.8) without intense acoustic compression waves, the overall spreading rate is still nearly linear. Rowley et al. (2002) found dδ ω /dx = 0.05 for D/θ 0 = 26.5 at Re θ = 56.8 and M ∞ = 0.6, and the value is close to the spreading rate dδ ω /dx = 0.062 (region B) for D/θ 0 = 26.4 at a lower Re θ = 46 and M ∞ = 0.6 in the present work. In the cases with M ∞ 1.0, a double-hump distribution of vorticity thickness is observed in figure 7 (a) . As the numerical schlieren reveals in figure 5, strong compression waves are formed in supersonic flows. When these waves propagate upstream, they interact with shear layer over the cavity, which distorts the mean profile of the shear layer and results in the double-hump feature. However, for subsonic flows, the compression waves are not strong enough to affect the mean profile, resulting in a linear spreading rate. Near the leading edge of cavity (region A), the spreading rate is increased as Mach number increases until M ∞ = 1.2. Further increasing Mach number to M ∞ = 1.4 reduces the spreading rate. The stabilizing effect of compressibility in the transonic regime will be further addressed in a later discussion in §4.1.
For L/D = 6, except for the wake-mode case at M ∞ = 0.6, all the other cases (shearlayer modes) reveal approximately linear spreading rates. We note that the growth rates here (region B) are in agreement with the values reported by Gharib & Roshko (1987) , which are almost constant dδ ω /dx = 0.124 when L/θ 0 > 103. The flow at M ∞ = 1.2 is stable, in which there is no roll-up of the shear layer bridging the cavity; thus the spreading rate in region B is reduced compared to the other shear-layer cases.
Stability diagram
In the present work, the parameters of M ∞ and Re θ are selected to expand upon the subsonic stability analysis performed by Brès & Colonius (2008) . Through an extensive parametric study, the influence of M ∞ and Re θ on the stability of 2D open-cavity flows are revealed, as shown in figure 8 . We find the approximate neutral stability curve via nonlinear flow simulations to separate the stable and unstable zones in terms of M ∞ and Re θ . For both L/D = 2 and 6, when the Mach number decreases towards the incompressible limit, the flow becomes more stable for a wider range of Reynolds numbers as shown in figure 8. In the subsonic regime below M ∞ = 0.6, an increase in Mach number destabilizes the flow, which was also documented by Brès & Colonius (2008) . However, in the present study, as the Mach number increases above M ∞ = 0.6 for both L/D = 2 and 6, the slope of the neutral stability curve increases, which corresponds in the simulations to a reduction in the amplitude of the observed oscillations. This destabilization (M ∞ 0.6) and subsequent stabilization (M ∞ > 0.6) effects of Mach number are also reported by Yamouni et al. (2013) for short cavities with L/D = 1 and 2. Compared to L/D = 2, the neutral stability curve for L/D = 6 shifts downwards. The flows over cavities with larger aspect ratio are thus more unstable because of the increased spatial extent for the shear layer to develop and amplify disturbances.
Rossiter modes
The primary oscillation mechanism in open-cavity flow is associated with the Rossiter modes. For all cases considered herein, the time history of the vertical velocity at the mid-point of the cavity shear layer (x = L/2, y = 0) is recorded. A discrete Fourier transform is performed on the probe data collected after a minimum of 50 convective units to eliminate the initial transients. For the unstable cases, the extracted oscillation frequencies are compared with Rossiter's prediction based on the modified formula (Heller & Bliss 1975 ), Eq. (1.1). The dominant and subdominant Rossiter modes as a function of Mach number are presented in figure 9. The frequencies (Strouhal numbers) of the Rossiter modes show a decreasing trend with increasing M ∞ , which follows the prediction of the semi-empirical formula.
From the previous work by Brès (2007) on L/D = 2, it was inferred that Rossiter mode I dominates the flow oscillation in the subsonic regime (0.3 M ∞ 0.6). The present investigation reveals that the dominant Rossiter mode shifts to mode II with an increase in Mach number. This transition indicated by the shaded grey line in figure 9 occurs at progressively lower Mach numbers for higher Reynolds numbers. The dominant mode switching was also observed in the experimental results from Kegerise et al. (2004) for cavity with L/D = 2 at a much higher Reynolds number. As shown above in figure 5 at Re θ = 46, the acoustic radiation becomes stronger at M ∞ = 0.8, where the dominant Rossiter mode shifts from mode I to II. Thus, it appears that the strong acoustic wave emission can be correlated with Rossiter mode II rather than mode I for the short cavity.
For flow over a cavity with L/D = 6, the frequencies (Strouhal numbers) of Rossiter mode for Re θ = 10 and 19 are shown in figure 10 . At Re θ = 10, Rossiter mode II is the dominant mode and it is the sole mode present. As Re θ increases to 19, the flow is unstable for M ∞ = 0.2 and 0.3. Moreover, the wake mode appears in the flows for a range of M ∞ ∈ [0.4, 0.7], in which the dominant wake-mode frequency and its harmonics are observed. Although the wake-mode frequencies are close to the value of Rossiter mode frequencies, the features of the flow fields are significantly different from the shear-layer The analysis performed above reveals the 2D open-cavity flow physics and the tendency of the flow towards specific Rossiter modes. Noting that the results from this section are obtained from 2D numerical simulations. In §4, biglobal stability analysis is employed to gain deeper insights into the flow instabilities for a range of spanwise wavenumbers, β. Two-dimensional global stability can be uncovered with β = 0, while spanwise-periodic 3D global eigenmodes can be revealed by specifying β > 0. Because 2D base states are required for performing the biglobal stability analysis, the results from the above nonlinear simulations serve as the foundation for the subsequent stability analysis, in addition to the unstable steady states discussed below.
Unstable steady states
A steady-state flow is a time-invariant solution of the Navier-Stokes equations, which can be used as base state in linear stability analysis. This base state might be stable or unstable depending on the flow conditions. Time-averaged flow is obviously time-invariant but is not necessarily a solution of the Navier-Stokes equation. Numerical techniques can be used to determine the unstable steady state even if the flow is naturally unstable.
In the present work, the selective frequency damping method (Åkervik et al. 2006 ) is used to find the unstable steady state for unstable flows with the feedback gain chosen to be χ = 0.1. It has been verified that the numerically found time-invariant solutions from the selective frequency damping method are indeed the unstable steady states by substituting them into the Navier-Stokes equations and ensuring that |q| < 10 −7 . As shown in figure 11 , we find that the unstable steady states remain similar regardless of the Mach number variation in the short cavity (L/D = 2), exhibiting the same features of the time-averaged streamlines as shown in figure 5 . For the cavity with L/D = 6, all the stable and unstable steady states share similar features regardless of the Mach number, while the time-averaged flow fields vary significantly depending on the Mach number as shown in figure 6 . In the present paper, we use these steady states (in figure  11) as the base states to perform global stability analysis.
As we discuss in the next section, we find that the use of the stable/unstable steady states shown in figure 11 as the base states in the biglobal stability analysis yields excellent agreement in the oscillatory features in most of the cases except for a very limited number of cases where the wake mode dominates the flow. For the wake-mode dominated flow (at Re θ = 19), the mean flow can also be considered for its use as the base flow, as discussed in our companion work (Sun et al. 2016a) .
Using the stable and unstable steady states, we perform extensive 2D and 3D linear global stability analysis. The 2D and 3D results are provided below in §4.1 and §4.2, respectively.
Biglobal stability analysis
2D eigenmodes (β = 0)
In the biglobal stability analysis, 2D global eigenmodes can be found by specifying β = 0 in Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5), which theoretically translates to the perturbation being associated with infinite wavelength in the spanwise direction. In this section, the stability properties are found for the base states. The eigenvalues ω = ω r + iω i obtained are reported in the non-dimensional form of the growth/decay rate ω i D/u ∞ and frequency St L = ω r L/2πu ∞ for 2D eigenmodes while St D = ω r D/2πu ∞ for spanwise periodic 3D eigenmodes.
The leading eigenmodes are shear-layer modes whose spatial structures are mainly located in the shear layer region. Realizing that not all shear-layer modes can be called Rossiter modes, we further check that the frequencies of these shear-layer modes match the Rossiter mode frequencies predicted by the semi-empirical formula. Hence, all the leading eigenmodes herein are associated with Rossiter modes and correspond to shearlayer modes (i.e., Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities) reported in the works by MeseguerGarrido et al. (2014) and Yamouni et al. (2013) . The eigenvalues of Rossiter modes are listed in table 4 and their eigenvectors are shown in figures 12 and 13 for L/D = 2 and 6, respectively. As predicted by the semi-empirical formula, an increase in Mach number reduces the flow oscillation frequency. The spatial structure size of Rossiter modes becomes larger as Mach number increases. The spatial structures of higher-order modes exhibits finer spatial scales than those of lower-order modes. The major spatial structures of the velocity eigenmodesû r have the largest magnitude in the shear layer, which indicates that Rossiter modes are driven by the shear layer of the flow. In the pressure eigenvector contours, there are beam-shaped structures that develop above the cavity. The geometric features of these beams parallel the compression waves previously discussed in figure 5 . Based on the results from both 2D nonlinear simulations and biglobal stability analysis with β = 0, it indicates that Rossiter modes are indeed twodimensional, shear-layer driven instabilities.
From the discussion in §3.3 (and figures 9 and 10), the flow instability and dominant Rossiter mode shift with free stream Mach number. In the biglobal stability analysis, the growth/decay rate ω i D/u ∞ over M ∞ is presented in figure 14 . For cavity with L/D = 2, the growth/decay rates of Rossiter modes I and II increase as Mach number changes from 0.3 to 0.6. However, when M ∞ reaches the transonic regime, the values of growth rate show a decreasing trend. The growth rate for Rossiter mode I peaks around M ∞ = 0.6 and is surpassed by the growth rate of Rossiter mode II around M ∞ = 0.7, which reaches its peak near M ∞ = 1. This crossover point corresponds to the shift from Rossiter mode I to mode II seen in figure 9 (b) . This peaking trends of growth/decay rates of Rossiter modes are also observed for the flows over cavity with L/D = 6. The growth rate of the eigenmode negatively correlating to the increase in free stream Mach number can be In other words, disturbances related to Rossiter modes I and II decay in the base flow, which matches the result from the stability diagram in figure 8 that the flow is stable. This agreement is also noticed in the cases of cavity with L/D = 6 at M ∞ = 1.2 and 1.4. From the growth/decay rate trend shown in figure 14 , we compare the Rossiter mode with the largest growth/decay rate at each Mach number to the dominant Rossiter mode observed from the 2D nonlinear simulations, which can explain the mode shifting presented in figures 9 and 10. In figure 15 , the dominant Rossiter mode captured from linear stability analysis and nonlinear DNS discussed in §3 are compared. In almost all cases, there is excellent agreement in the dominant Rossiter mode with respect to Mach number. At M ∞ = 0.6 and L/D = 6, the dominant Rossiter mode from biglobal stability analysis deviates from that in the DNS in which the wake mode is dominant. Moreover, the eigenvector shown in figure 13 at M ∞ = 0.6 resembles more closely the Rossiter modes instead of the wake mode revealed from the 2D DNS. For this particular case, we further investigate the wake mode in our companion paper (Sun et al. 2016a) . By the observation that the mean (time-averaged) flow and unstable steady state are significantly different in this wake-mode dominated flow, biglobal stability analysis was performed using both states (mean flow and unstable steady state) as base states. When the mean flow is prescribed as the base state, the wake-mode eigenmode is captured by the linear stability analysis, which can also predict its frequency with only 4% difference between that and the wake-mode frequency determined from the 2D DNS. It should be mentioned that in the linear stability theory, the nonlinear interactions among modes are neglected. There is however a strong nonlinear dynamical process in the wake-mode dominated flow, making the mean greatly deviate from the unstable steady state. Hence, the use of the mean flow as the base flow is necessary for uncovering the wake mode. 
3D eigenmodes (β = 0)
In this section, we discuss characteristics of the 3D global instability modes with finite wavelength λ/D = 2π/β in the spanwise direction prescribed in Eq. (2.4). The analyses performed for the 3D instabilities are analogous to those for the 2D cases shown in the previous section. In what follows, the spanwise wavelength λ/D is set in a range of 0.5 -2.0 following Brès & Colonius (2008) . Note that the 3D instabilities discussed in this section represent spanwise-periodic 3D instabilities with selected wavenumbers β.
The eigenspectra of the 3D eigenmodes for L/D = 2 and 6 are presented in figure 16 . It should be noted that the eigenspectra are only shown in the vicinity of the origin. For the L/D = 2 cavity flows at Re θ = 56.8, unstable 3D modes are only observed in the subsonic cases of M ∞ = 0.3 with λ/D = 1.0, while all other 3D eigenmodes with higher Mach number (M ∞ 0.6) are stable. For L/D = 6 cases at Re θ = 19, all the 3D eigenmodes captured are stable. Below, the effects of cavity geometry, Mach number and spanwise wavelength λ/D on the most-unstable/least-stable (dominant) 3D modes are further examined.
Based on eigenspectra shown in figure 16 , the eigenvalue of the most-unstable/least- regions. As the wavelength of the 3D eigenmode is increased from 0.5 to 2, in general, the dominant 3D mode shifts from stationary to traveling mode and back to stationary mode. This phenomenon was also reported by on incompressible cavity flows that the dominant 3D mode can arise from different instabilities in terms of its spanwise wavelength. For the eigenvalues in the case of a cavity with L/D = 6 presented in figure 18 , the dominant 3D mode with λ/D = 0.5 is the traveling mode or mode ii (St D ≈ 0.025) as mentioned above for the case of short cavity. We further note that the dominant mode has characteristics of mode ii type, as we later discuss in the spatial structures of the eigenmodes (in figure 19) . The dominant 3D modes with λ/D = 0.75 and 1.0 have higher frequencies compared to that of smaller wavelenghths, but their eigenvectors still share similarities as shown later. There is another mode having frequency St D ∈ [0.03, 0.04] with λ/D = 1.25 and 1.5, which is denoted as mode ii * due to the variation in both frequency and eigenvector compared to mode ii. As λ/D increases from 1.5 to 1.75, the dominant mode changes from a traveling mode to a stationary mode. With λ/D = 1.75 and 2.0, there is similarity to the cases of short cavity, in which the dominant 3D modes are nearly stationary. For the subsonic flows with 0.1 M ∞ 0.6, these 3D modes possess nonzero frequencies, but with relatively small St D compared to the other traveling modes. A decreasing trend in the growth/decay rates at λ/D = 1.5 is observed as shown in figure 18 , which is similar to those captured for the short cavity. However, the possible mode transitions in the region of 0.5 λ/D 1.5 is not distinctly clear based on the properties of the eigenvalues, which is further discussed below.
The spatial structures of the dominant 3D eigenmodes are illustrated in figure 19 for different values of λ/D. For the short cavity with L/D = 2, the eigenvectors obtained for all Mach numbers considered are similar in terms of the spatial structures. For all values of λ/D considered, the eigenvectors show variations in the aft part of the cavity where the major recirculation zone is located as shown in the unstable steady states shown in figure 11 , while their structures are also present in the shear-layer region of the flows. Brès & Colonius (2008) examined the 3D instabilities as well at M ∞ = 0.3 and argued that these 3D modes result from the centrifugal instability of the recirculation in the base flows.
For the cavity with L/D = 6, the spatial structures of the dominant 3D eigenmodes also appear independent of the Mach number, as in the case of L/D = 2. As shown in figure 19 , in the cases of λ/D = 0.5 and 1.0, the spatial structures of mode ii are located in the rear part of the cavity, which exhibit similar features to those presented in the shorter cavity, but with the eigenmodes extending upstream along the shear layer. The spatial structures of mode ii * (λ/D = 1.5) align along the floor from the rear towards the mid-region of the cavity, which is significantly different from the mode ii that stems from centrifugal instabilities. The streamwise-stretched recirculation pattern in the unstable steady state shown in figure 11 appears due to the large aspect ratio of the long cavity. This elongated recirculating flow is likely the reason for the formation of the mode ii * , which explains the absence of mode ii * in the short cavity flows. For the stationary mode for λ/D = 2.0, its spatial structure covers the entire length of the cavity. Although the frequency of the 3D mode with λ/D = 2.0 in the subsonic regime (M ∞ = 0.1−0.6) is not exactly zero, the eigenvectors still share similar features to the stationary mode. The spatial structures of 3D instability modes appear to be strongly influenced by their spanwise wavelengths in the long cavity cases, and the leading eigenmode can be a traveling or stationary mode depending on λ/D.
In the work by Liu et al. (2016) that sidewall effects are considered with triglobal stability analysis for incompressible cavity flow with L/D = 6, they concluded that shear-layer instability is dominant in finite-span cavity flow. This is also observed in the present study on spanwise homogeneous cavity flow at M ∞ = 0.3 that the most-unstable mode is found to be the shear-layer mode (Rossiter mode), while centrifugal instability modes are stable. The major difference appears in the spatial structure of shear-layer mode due to cavity geometries; a narrow finite-span cavity in their work and a spanwise homogeneous cavity in the present work. (2014) at a similar incompressible flow condition. In their work, this mode is unstable in incompressible conditions. In contrast, mode ii is slightly stable in the present work at M ∞ = 0.6, which agrees with the discussion in section 4.3 that an increase in Mach number can stabilize 3D eigenmodes. The iso-surface of spanwise velocity w/u ∞ from nonlinear simulation exhibits comparable structures to those of mode ii. In particular, the 2D Rossiter mode also appears in the nonlinear DNS, in which streamwise distortions of the spatial structures are observable in the shear-layer region.
For the cavity with L/D = 6 (Re θ = 19), the violent wake mode present in 2D DNS is not observed in 3D DNS. Instead, Rossiter mode II dominates the flow. When the flow has reached steady oscillations, there is no evident low-frequency peaks of the 3D structures in the nonlinear flows. In the comparison of the 3D spatial structures revealed by the 3D DNS and 3D eigenmodes as shown in figure 22 , we find that for the 3D nonlinear flows, the spatial structures located in the rear region of the cavity stay almost stationary in the spanwise direction with wavelength of λ/D = 2, while those obtained from the linear stability analysis are distributed in the front and rear regions of the cavity. As shown in figure 18 , though all the 3D eigenmodes have negative values of growth rate, the spatial structures of 2D Rossiter modes ( figure 13) and 3D eigenmodes (figure 19 ) overlap in the rear part of the cavity, which can lead to modal interactions and modify the instabilities predicted from biglobal stability analysis.
In the 3D DNS, the large vortex roll-ups of wake mode present in the 2D DNS is no longer observable. Meanwhile, the spanwise motion becomes evident in the 3D flows. To uncover these spanwise effects on the long cavity, further analysis has been performed in our companion work (Sun et al. 2016a) , in which we found that the presence of spanwise motion (or three-dimensionalities) in the flow can preclude the formation of the wake mode, reducing the intense fluctuations of the flow. This observation suggests the potential to reduce cavity flow oscillations by introducing spanwise variations to the base flows. In order to weaken the strength of the impingement of shear layer on the trailing edge of the cavity, we can trigger the emergence of 3D global modes and achieve energy redistribution from spanwise vortices to streamwise vortical structures. To retain the energy inside the cavity, the spanwise wavelength of perturbation introduced to the flow should be in the range of 0.5 − 1.5, since the spatial structures of 3D modes associated with these wavelengths mainly stay inside the cavity, which has been illustrated in figure  19 .
To verify this concept of using 3D instability to reduce cavity flow oscillations, we note in passing that 3D slot-jets can be introduced along the leading edge of the cavity to alter the flow features. The performance of these control strategies via 3D steady blowing for cavity flows is assessed by Zhang et al. (2015) and George et al. (2015) through a large number of experiments and some representative large-eddy simulations. They find that the wavelengths for effective 3D flow control to reduce cavity flow oscillations are in good agreement with the findings of present global stability analysis. Although the idea of 3D flow control is not new (Zdravkovich 1981) , the present work particularly uncovers the temporal instabilities affected by compressibility in the transonic regime. Moreover, the spanwise wavelength and frequency associated with 3D instabilities are identified, which can be useful in examining the influence of flow parameters for 3D flow control designs. We believe that the insights from the global instability characteristics of compressible open-cavity flows can provide valuable information for designing physicsbased flow control strategies.
Conclusions
Two-and three-dimensional biglobal instabilities of two-dimensional compressible open-cavity flows are examined for rectangular cavities with aspect ratios of L/D = 2 and 6. Noteworthy in the present work is the focus on the global instability analysis for long cavity (L/D = 6) flows in the transonic regime, which has not been examined in detail in the past, despite their importance in being representative of practical cavity applications on aircraft. Direct numerical simulations and biglobal stability analysis are used to uncover the influence of Mach number, Reynolds number, and spanwise wavelength on the 2D and 3D global instability modes with respect to the 2D steady states. In the 2D DNS, we find that an increase in Mach number in the subsonic regime destabilizes the flow but stabilizes the flow in the transonic regime at low Reynolds number for both short (L/D = 2) and long (L/D = 6) cavities, which agrees with the findings from the work by Yamouni et al. (2013) on flows over short cavities (L/D = 1 and 2). Moreover, the dominant Rossiter mode can shift due to the variation in the free stream Mach number.
The 2D eigenmodes obtained from biglobal stability analysis exhibit excellent agreement with the properties of the 2D flow characteristics uncovered from 2D DNS, indicating that these 2D global modes are Rossiter modes driven by the shear layer. Through the 2D eigen-analysis with β = 0, destabilization and subsequent stabilization effects via increasing Mach number is captured. Moreover, a shift in the dominant Rossiter mode is observed with Mach number variation, which explains the mode shifting behavior in 2D nonlinear simulation results.
In contrast to the 2D modes, the dominant 3D modes unraveled in the present work are instabilities that are largely unaffected by a change in Mach number. Although an increase in Mach number stabilizes all 3D eigenmodes, the overall behavior of 3D eigenmodes as a function of the spanwise wavelength λ/D is almost independent of the Mach number. However, the type of dominant 3D mode is strongly dependent on λ/D. For the short cavity with L/D = 2, the most-unstable/least-stable 3D modes have λ/D ∈ [1.0, 1.25] (mode ii) stemming from centrifugal instabilities for almost all Mach numbers considered, as reported by Brès & Colonius (2008) . For the long cavity with L/D = 6, the least-stable 3D modes have λ/D = 1.25 and 2.0 for cases of M ∞ 0.3 and M ∞ 0.6, respectively. Moreover, there are additional types of eigenmodes for this long cavity flow possessing various spatial structures compared to those of the shorter cavity.
In 3D DNS, both frequencies and spatial structures of the leading 3D mode seen in the DNS correspond closely to the results of the linear biglobal stability analysis of the dominant 3D eigenmode for L/D = 2. However, for L/D = 6, 3D DNS reveals large roll up of the cavity shear layer, which indicates strong nonlinearities that depart from the linear analysis. Nevertheless, the insights from global stability analysis provide a potential pathway to reduce flow oscillations by introducing spanwise variations to the base flows, which has been demonstrated in the experiments by Lusk et al. (2012) ; Zhang et al. (2015) and George et al. (2015) . The analyses in this study provide valuable knowledge on global instabilities of 2D and 3D compressible open-cavity flows, which can be leveraged in designing physics-based flow control strategies in upcoming studies.
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